Much of the growth in membership of the ACOI is related to the increasing number of women who have chosen internal medicine careers. According to a recent random survey, women represent about 30% of ACOI membership. They are young physicians with over half under 40 years of age and are more likely to represent minorities. Our female members are more likely to be employed in direct patient care (71% vs. 56% male) and are 50% more likely to be a general internist in an office-based practice.

Despite their success as internists, women have twice as many concerns about time management as their male counterparts. They find it harder to balance their roles as partners and mothers (78% expressed this concern compared to 39% for men to balance their roles as fathers). Ninety percent were concerned that time off for family or maternity leave would be detrimental to their employment careers.

Large student loans and demands for their time at home create substantial stress in the lives of a female physician. Female physicians have the highest rate of divorce. About 50% of female physicians marry other physicians, and while that may provide an appreciation of the love of medicine,
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has posted Frequently Asked Questions about billing Medicare for Transitional Care Management services on its Physician Fee Schedule web page. Effective January 1, 2013, Medicare pays for two Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes (99495 and 99496) that are used to report physician or qualifying nonphysician practitioner care management services for a patient following discharge from a hospital, skilled nursing facility or community health center stay, outpatient observation or partial hospitalization. Additional information is available at http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/PhysicianFeeSched/Downloads/FAQ-TCMS.pdf.
Medicare Physician Reimbursement Reductions Take Effect
President Obama signed an order triggering the $85 billion across-the-board cuts to federal spending, referred to as sequestration, on Friday, March 1. On Monday, April 1, the mandatory two percent payment reductions under the Medicare Fee-for-Service (FFS) program took effect. In addition to this reduction, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) estimated in a letter to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) that physicians will experience a 24.4 percent reduction in 2014 as a result of the Medicare sustainable growth rate (SGR) formula absent congressional action. As reported earlier, the chairmen of the House Committees on Ways and Means and Energy and Commerce have begun to explore legislative solutions that may be considered later this year. The ACOI continues to advocate for meaningful reform of the physician reimbursement system under the Medicare program.

Government Shutdown Prevented
The House and Senate approved legislation to fund government operations from March 28 through September 30, 2013. The “Consolidated and Further Continuing Appropriations Act of 2013” (H.R. 933, Pub. L. 113-6) was approved with strong bi-partisan support in both the House and Senate. Approval of H.R. 933 ensures that the federal government will remain open for business for the remainder of the fiscal year. The package did not include $949 million requested by the Administration for CMS to conduct outreach and enrollment efforts under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA, Pub. L. 111-148). Congress’ attention now turns to funding for fiscal year 2014. To this end, the House and Senate have approved their budget blueprints setting the stage for contentious negotiations going forward.

CMS Releases ICD-10 Implementation Guides
CMS announced the release of new checklists and timelines for providers and payers to help with the transition from the International Classification of Diseases, 9th Edition (ICD-9) to International Classification of Diseases, 10th Edition (ICD-10). The deadline for the transition is October 1, 2014. Implementation of ICD-10 will increase the number of available codes from 13,000 to 68,000. The new materials are intended for small and medium-size practices, large practices and small hospitals. The checklists, timelines and other helpful materials are available for download at www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/ICD10/index.html.

MedPAC Releases Report to Congress
The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC), an independent Congressional agency, released its annual report on Medicare payment and policy updates to Congress on March 15. “Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy,” underlines the urgency to repeal the SGR. According to the report, “Deferring repeal of the SGR will not leave the Congress with a better set of choices as the array of new payment models is unlikely to change and SGR fatigue is increasing.” The report highlights the opportunity to reform the Medicare physician payment system as a result of the reduced cost estimates released by the non-partisan Congressional Budget Office (CBO). You can view MedPAC’s entire report at http://www.medpac.gov/documents/Mar13_EntireReport.pdf.

CMS Announces Release of Chronic Conditions Dashboard
CMS has released a new online tool to help physicians, researchers and others find, analyze and apply summarized data on multiple chronic conditions. According to CMS, the Medicare Chronic Conditions Dashboard will allow users to get current data on where multiple chronic conditions occur and how much Medicare spends helping beneficiaries with these diseases. Acting CMS Administrator Marilyn Tavenner said that more than two-thirds of Medicare beneficiaries have multiple chronic diseases such as heart disease and diabetes. You can view the dashboard and its content at www.ccwdata.org/web/guest/interactive-data.

Coverage of Preventive Services Expands Under PPACA
According to a report recently released by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), approximately 71 million Americans in private health insurance plans received expanded coverage of one or more preventive services as a result of the PPACA in 2011 and 2012. The report also estimates that approximately 34 million Medicare beneficiaries received at least one preventive service as a result of the PPACA.

Washington Tidbits: The 112th Congress’ Numbers are In…
The final numbers for congressional activity during the 112th Congress (January 5, 2011 through January 2, 2013) are in. During this two year period, the House and Senate spent 327 and 323 days in session, respectively. The House was in session for 8,577 hours and the Senate was in session for 9,769 hours. During this time, 12,298 bills were introduced. Only 238 were signed into law. With only two percent of the bills introduced becoming law, nearly 77 hours were spent on those bills that made it to the President’s desk for his signature!
New Members Welcomed

The ACOI Board of Directors and staff welcome the following physicians whose membership applications have been approved by the Credentials Committee and Board of Directors.

- Emilia Adah, DO
- Todd Adams, DO
- William Adams, DO
- Andrew Agbi, DO
- Sabrina Akrami, DO
- Mohammed Alo, DO
- Onyema Amakiri, DO
- Andrew Ambler, DO
- Lisa Amadio, DO
- Brian Anderson, DO
- Beth Anlas, DO
- Navin Anthony, DO
- Emilia Arden, DO
- Jennifer Ayers, DO
- Omid Bakhtar, DO
- Jeremy Barber, DO
- Edin (Dino) Basic, DO
- Nathan Bennett, DO
- Haimavathi Bhat, DO
- Michael Bianco, DO
- Shelley Bianco, DO
- John Bibo, DO
- Inderpal Biring, DO
- William Bisset, DO
- Michael Borbely, DO
- Scott Branch, DO
- Daniel Brancheau, DO
- Bartley Brown, DO
- Keri Brown, DO
- Sally Bruns, DO
- Christopher Buckles, DO
- Amaldo Buckley, DO
- Lisa Caltabiano, DO
- Audrey Campbell, DO
- Carlo Castillo, DO
- Ravi Chandrasekaran, DO
- Naili Chen, DO
- Jennifer Cheng, DO
- Gar Win Chung, DO
- Jermaine Clarke, DO
- Weston Connelly, DO
- Nancy Corcoran, DO
- John Covalesky, DO
- Kelly Covell, DO
- James Cruz, DO
- Raymond Daniels, DO
- Soumitra Datta, DO
- David Dawson, DO
- Orlando Debesa, DO
- Harry deButts, DO
- Sarah deLeon-Mansson, DO
- James Delagadillo, DO
- Andrea DellaValle, DO
- Shruti Dhorjia, DO
- Jeanie Dias, DO
- Johnny Dias, DO
- Jeanette Dilan-Koetje, DO
- Dustin Dinning, DO
- Jay Dinovitser, DO
- Erik Diringer, DO
- Robert Dompkosky, DO
- Cheryl Dopke, DO
- Saminda Durand, DO
- Christopher Durando, DO
- Nesa-Gay Edwards, DO
- Michelle Ellern, DO
- Minerva Ellis, DO
- Kalista Engelman, DO
- Christy Fagg, DO
- Diana Farrell-Grossman, DO
- Marissa Ferrazzo-Weller, DO
- Sean Flynn, DO
- Amy Fought, DO
- Michael Gerardo, DO
- Zeina Ghayad, DO
- Gregory Gibson, DO
- Sidney Gilbert, DO
- Glevnora GilBrighde, DO
- Michelle Gillespie, DO
- Vikranth Gongidi, DO
- Geoffrey Graham, DO
- Donnielle Green, DO
- Allison Greenstein, DO
- Lucas Groben, DO
- Nicole Grube, DO
- Catherine Guido, DO
- Jordan Gularek, DO
- Sean Hachev, DO
- Ayyoub Haddad, DO
- John Halcovage, DO
- Chad Hall, DO
- Elizabeth Hamilton, DO
- Erik Hardy, DO
- Rasheed Hassan, DO
- Andrew Hayslett, DO
- Linda Hayslett, DO
- Joseph Henderson, DO
- Mary Hendrickson, DO
- Stephanie Hiraki, DO
- Justin Horvitz, DO
- Enos Humbles, DO
- Adee Iqbal, DO
- Rodger Jackson, DO
- Shancy Jacob, DO
- Ahsan Jafir, DO
- Ryan Johnston, DO
- John Jones, DO
- Belinda Kakos, DO
- Matthew Kamin, DO
- Brian Kanatzar, DO
- Nitin Kapoor, DO
- Catherine Karl, DO
- Oksana Karpov, DO
- Jeanette Kelley, DO
- Erin Kern, DO
- Melissa Kershaw, DO
- Suresh Khilnani, DO
- Michael Kirk, DO
- Nathaniel Krogel, DO
- Ruchi Kumar-Willig, DO
- Suzanne Labriola, DO
- Ezmina Lalani, DO
- Angelique Lam, DO
- Shabnam Lankaran, DO
- Lynn Larson, DO
- Linh Lu, DO
- Patricia Luceri, DO
- Claudia Lum, DO
- Alejandro Luna, DO
- Charlie Luong, DO
- Kenny Mai, DO
- Molly Maniscalco, DO
- Luke Marcus, DO
- Brian Marino, DO
- Justin May, DO
- Eric McLanahan, DO
- Joza McGowan, DO
- Nicola McLean, DO
- Kendall Mcmillin, DO
- Anita Medina, DO
- Jay Mehta, DO
- Thomas Mertz, DO
- Mark Minaudo, DO
- Matthew Missert, DO
- Rizwan Moimaddin, DO
- Duane Moise, DO
- Kristi Moore, DO
- Michael Moore, DO
- Joseph Morello, DO
- Frisco Morse, DO
- Susan Moster, DO
- Ashley Muckala, DO
- Sara Nehring, DO
- Charles Nguyen, DO
- Emily Nguyen, DO
- Kevin O’Brien, DO
- Cara O’Shaughnesssey, DO
- M. Anas Obeid, DO
- Warren Oliver, DO
- Benjamin Osborne, DO
- Crystal Ottman, DO
- Ajay Patel, DO
- Kayur Patel, DO
- Neha Patel, DO
- Rinaben Patel, DO
- Rujul Patel, DO
- Toby Paulson, DO
- Cheryl Peavler, DO
- Matthew Phares, DO
- James Philson, DO
- Angela Pohl, DO
- Donna Powell, DO
- Vikas Punjabi, DO
- Bernadette Quihuis, DO
- Preethi Ravichandran, DO
- Shawn Rice, DO
- Andrew Riddle, DO
- Matthew Robison, DO
- Charles Rohrbach, DO
- Bryan Romero, DO
- Amanda Ryan, DO
- Sammit Sabharwal, DO
- Jhoanna Santos, DO
- Cynthia Scheffie-Meyer, DO
- Belinda Schwartz, DO
- Connie Scurti, DO
- Daniela Serafinosvks, DO
- Maria Setlak, DO
- Hafeza Shaikh, DO
- Tala Shamsha-Grey, DO
- Jaron Saibaugh, DO
- Sangyoon Shin, DO
- Gretchen Showmaker, DO
- Justin Shurts, DO
- Mohsin Siddiqui, DO
- Stefan Sien, DO
- Christopher Sitler, DO
- Ancy Skariah, DO
- Adam Slone, DO
- James Smith, DO
- Kyle Smith, DO
- Lauren Smith, DO
- Delcine Sood, DO
- Jennifer Spanier, DO
- Jonathan Stanley, DO
- Jodie Strauss, DO
- Nicholas Strobbie, DO
- Liam Sullivan, DO
- Sabir Swarup, DO
- Anoush Tavtovian, DO
- Rubaiya Talukdar, DO
- David Temes, DO
- Megan Thomas, DO
- William Thorpe, DO
- Michael Tirmonia, DO
- Sinda Tomy, DO
- Julie Tredemeyer, DO
- Thomas Tuong, DO
- Costandinos Tsagaratos, DO
- Diana Tylerocks, DO
- Christopher Unrein, DO
- Jessica Vann, DO
- Graham Vigliotta, DO
- Vanessa Vinn, DO
- Dan Vo, DO
- Glen Vo, DO
- Bridget Walker, DO
- John Ward, DO
- Bryan Watson, DO
- Myra Watson, DO
- Richard Weinberger, DO
- Brian Weingart, DO
- R. Colin Wetz, DO
- Shyama Wickramaaratchi, DO
- Wayne Williams, DO
- Christopher Wilson, DO
- Kathryn Wisser, DO
- Christopher Wood, DO
- Chao-Ling Wu, DO
- Eleanor Yusupov, DO
- Amanda Zarowitz, DO
- Adam Slone, DO
- James Smith, DO
- Kyle Smith, DO
- Lauren Smith, DO
- Delcine Sood, DO
- Jennifer Spanier, DO
- Jonathan Stanley, DO
- Jodie Strauss, DO
- Nicholas Strobbie, DO
- Liam Sullivan, DO
- Sabir Swarup, DO
- Anoush Tavtovian, DO
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Military Member Task Force Considered

The ACOI is considering ways to provide additional services to our active duty and former military members. Retired Air Force Gen. Chuck O’Toole, DO, a longtime ACOI member, is encouraging anyone interested to step forward. Read his correspondence on this subject at www.acoi.org/NewsInvest-TaskForce.html.

Since the inception of the program, the number of presentations has increased each year. The number of students choosing internal medicine careers also has grown exponentially, with more than 1700 residents and fellows in ACOI programs today.

Much of this has been made possible by member donations to ACOI’s annual giving campaign. For example, members participating in the recent Board Review Course and Inpatient Medicine Challenges program in Orlando donated more than $3,000 in a raffle. Prize winners included: Arianna Peters, DO; Lionel Gatien, DO; Charles White, DO; Philip Neiderer DO and Bennett Radford, DO.

To learn more about the College’s fundraising efforts, the Medicine Clubs or the Visiting Professor Program, visit www.acoi.org, or contact Susan B. Stacy at susan@acoi.org.

Have You Moved?

Keep us updated.
If you have recently made any changes in your address, phone number or email, please notify the ACOI.
www.acoi.org

Divine Savior Healthcare invites you to consider the following opportunities available in Portage, Wisconsin (30 minutes north of Madison, Wisconsin):

Internal Medicine

- State-of-the-art clinic; hospital & aging services facilities connected on one campus!
- Flexible practice options: *Full or part-time *Outpatient only or traditional practice
- Mid-level providers assist with nursing home rounds
- Competitive salary; plus a complete benefits package including 6 weeks paid time off PLUS 10 days CME and CME allowance, loan forgiveness, relocation and much more!
- Join our multi-specialty group including: Family Medicine, Internal Medicine, Physical Medicine and Rehab, Occupational Medicine, Sports Medicine, Pulmonology, Critical Care, Sleep Medicine, General and Orthopedic Surgery, Podiatry, Pediatrics and OB/GYN.
- 10,000 population; 40,000 catchment area

2817 New Pinery Road, Portage, WI 53901 Tel 608.332.5992 WWW.DSHEALTHCARE.COM

Join us!

A bout Our Community

- Enjoy the great outdoors in a community surrounded by lakes, rivers, parks, campgrounds, ski hills and more!
- Immerse yourself in a thriving city with a historic and retail district alive with activity.
- Take comfort in bringing your family to a family-friendly community recognized statewide for its outstanding public education system.
- Enjoy a quick, 30-minute commute to Madison and only 15 minutes to Wisconsin Dells!
- Take part in living in “the best of both worlds”...small town appeal without the sacrifice of convenience.
- Location near three major interstates and two ski hills. join us!
ACADEMIC INTERNAL MEDICINE FACULTY— Missouri. Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences invites applications from outstanding candidates for a full-time faculty member in the Department of Internal Medicine. The successful candidate must be a graduate of an AOBIM accredited College of Osteopathic Medicine, have completed an IM residency and be certified by the ACOI. Eligibility for Missouri licensure required.

Interest in teaching medical students at all levels is essential; osteopathic residency training preferred, but not required. In addition to patient care, an interest in clinical trials will be helpful.

To apply, go to https://jobs.kcumb.edu. Specific questions may be directed to Kevin P. Hubbard, D.O., FACOI, Chair of Internal Medicine, 1-800-234-4847 ext. 7392 or 816-654-7392 or email at khubbard@kcumb.edu.

A private university comprising a College of Osteopathic Medicine founded in 1916 and a College of Biosciences, Kansas City University of Medicine and Biosciences is the oldest medical school in Kansas City and the largest in Missouri. We are a tobacco-free environment.

SEEKING BC/BE PHYSICIANS— Oregon. Oregon State Hospital is looking for BC/BE physicians. We have it all! Oregon State Hospital is a brand new hospital that incorporates modern architecture, treatment spaces, and technologies.

Our Medical Clinic provides general medical care for psychiatric in-patients at both Salem and Portland campuses. A generous and comprehensive benefit and PERS retirement package is included as well as opportunities to have an academic appointment with the Oregon Health Sciences University.

Monday – Friday work week is available, with potential for compensated night/weekend call.

Contact by Phone: (503) 945-2887; email: lila.m.lokey@state.or.us; www.oregon.gov/OHA/mentalhealth/osh. The State of Oregon is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

SEEKING INTERNAL MEDICINE DEPARTMENT CHAIR— Tennessee Lincoln Memorial University invites applications for the position of Department Chair, Internal Medicine at the DeBusk College of Osteopathic Medicine. The Chair of Internal Medicine is overall responsible for the operation and maintenance of the clinical department providing premier quality instruction for medical students and postgraduate learners. This will include serving as Rotation Director for 3rd year internal medicine core rotations and assuring that sufficient internal medicine rotations are available. The Chair will provide and supervise internal medicine clinical care and will assist in the promotion and development of scholarly activity and postgraduate training activities. The Chair will assist and participate in program development, faculty recruitment and development and evaluation of internal medicine curriculum at all levels. The Chair will function as the leader of the department of Internal Medicine and seek to advance the mission of the COM through teaching, scholarship, service and clinical care activities. Qualifications; Required: Graduate of an AOA accredited College of Osteopathic Medicine; completion of AOA approved residency in internal medicine; certification in internal medicine by the AOA via The American Osteopathic Board of Internal Medicine; an unrestricted license to practice medicine (or able to be licensed) in Tennessee; at least 3-5 years experience in the practice of internal medicine or an internal medicine subspecialty; at least 2 years experience teaching at or for a medical school; meet qualifications to direct an AOA internal medicine residency program; be (or become) an active member of the American College of Osteopathic Internists; possess a fundamental understanding of the continuum of osteopathic medical education.

Review of applications will begin immediately. Applicants should submit an LMU application for employment, a cover letter addressing qualifications for the position, curriculum vitae, official transcripts and contact information for three references to Lincoln Memorial University, 6965 Cumberland Gap Parkway, Harrogate, TN 37752, Attention: Pamela Lester. Electronic submissions are encouraged to pamela.lester@lmunet.edu. LMU’s hiring policies are in accordance with EEO regulations and policies. LMU is committed to diversity and is an equal opportunity employer. Women and minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.

HOSPITALIST WANTED— Pennsylvania. Full time Internal Medicine Hospitalist needed to join private Hospitalist group in suburban Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. Join our small private practice and still be part of a large, physician managed, multispecialty group. We look forward to adding a qualified partner in July, 2013.

Practice in a community hospital setting. Our hospital is a residency site for IM, FP and Anesthesia. Must be comfortable with caring for a full range of general IM patients, including critical care. Full scope of subspecialty consultants and procedural support available. We follow a comfortable rotating schedule and provide excellent compensation. The community offers excellent schools and safe neighborhoods.

Contact Joseph C. MacDonald DO at HLRMCIM@gmail.com or call Christa at 717 735-3630 for inquiries.

INTERNAL MEDICINE HOSPITALIST— Michigan. Internal Medicine hospitalist group servicing several hospitals, nursing homes and assisted livings located throughout Oakland county is currently looking to add additional full-time physicians to their growing practice.

Our ideal candidates should be board certified or board eligible in internal medicine and possess excellent communication, teaching and clinical skills.

OFFERING
• Competitive Compensation
• Quarterly Bonuses
• Health Insurance
• Malpractice Insurance
• Paid Vacation & CME time
• Partnership Opportunity

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Full-time employment as hospitalist
• Teaching/educating residents and students
• Approximate patient volume: 20/25 patients per day
• Weekend rotation: every 3rd weekend
• Holiday rotation: 1 summer & 1 winter holiday
• On call rotation: 5 days per month
• Credentialing with 4 hospitals

For more information, contact: Pat Hampton, Office Manager, phone - 248-338-5516. Fax - 248-338-5547. Email: pat.hampton@pohmedical.org.

INTERNAL MEDICINE PHYSICIANS— Pennsylvania. Traditional IM group of nine physicians with four offices,
Professional Opportunities continued from page 6

one hospital and a number of LTC facilities. Each physician works out of one office along with a varying number of specific nursing facilities dependent on geographical area and need. The average office volume per physician is 18-22 patients/day. The group has four nurse practitioners. Call requirements are an average of seven days every five weeks, divided into three and four day blocks (Friday-Sunday and Monday-Thursday). Two physicians cover the hospital rounds (average census 30-50), office and nursing home calls. Our need is immediate: we are open to full or part-time, physicians who prefer only office-based practice, and will even consider a physician who does not want nursing home work. Base salary $170-$220K. Live anywhere you want in the greater Pittsburgh area.

Pittsburgh has a population of over one million people with all of the cultural amenities anyone could ever take advantage of: Professional sports; professional symphony, and orchestra; major universities and teaching hospitals international airport.

Please direct CVs to Cindy Popovich, Physician Practice Manager, Fatigati/ Nalin Associates, St. Clair Medical Services. Phone 412-343-1788 or email at cindy.popovich@stclair.org.

INTERNAL MEDICINE PROGRAM

INTERNAL MEDICINE PHYSICIAN – Arizona. Would you like to be part of an Internal Medicine group located in the picturesque Cottonwood/ Sedona Arizona? We are seeking an Internal Medicine Physician to join our team (MD or DO).

• Practice demographic is retirement age
• Patient base established
• Work alongside a team of medical professionals
• Must be willing to participate in a group call schedule
• Board Certification required or Board Eligible
• Competitive package
• Participate in rotating in-patient and out-patient call group
• Partnership available or employment model available

• Serious inquiries only

For further details, please submit your CV with work history to cottonwood.human.resource@gmail.com

INTERNAL MEDICINE PROGRAM

MULTIPLE POSITIONS– New Jersey. Hospitalist/ Night Float Position

Available for a Board Certified/ Eligible Internist/ Family Practitioner to join a medicine based Hospitalist group in Bergen County, NJ at a prestigious, nationally ranked institution. Position is for a Night Float physician with No Call. The position offers an excellent compensation package including Medical Insurance and 401K as well as a highly competitive salary. To apply or inquire for further information about this opportunity please contact Timothy Hermansen. E-mail: timothy.hermansen@yahoo.com Phone: 973-653-9898.

Daytime Hospitalist Position

Available for a Board Certified/ Eligible Internist/ Family Practitioner to join a medicine based Hospitalist group in Bergen County, NJ at a prestigious, nationally ranked institution. Daytime hours with No Call. The position offers an exceptional compensation/benefit package including Medical Insurance and 401K, as well as a competitive salary including productivity bonuses. To apply or inquire for further information about this opportunity please contact Timothy Hermansen. E-mail: timothy.hermansen@yahoo.com Phone: 973-653-9898.

P/T Hospitalist Position

Available for a Board Certified/Board Eligible Internist/Family Practitioner to assist with medical rounds on weekends at an acute rehabilitation hospital. Multiple shifts available on both Saturdays and Sundays of each month. Competitive hourly reimbursement. To apply or inquire for further information about this opportunity please contact Timothy Hermansen. E-mail: timothy.hermansen@yahoo.com Phone: 973-653-9898.

P/T Hospitalist Position

Part-time Daytime position with Full time Benefits. Daytime hours typically 10AM – 3PM Monday through Friday with No Call and some weekend coverage. Position available for a Board Certified/Board Eligible Internist/Family Practitioner to assist with medical rounds at an acute rehabilitation hospital. The position offers exceptional benefits including Medical Insurance and 401K, as well as a competitive salary and with productivity bonuses. To apply or inquire for further information about this opportunity please contact Timothy Hermansen. E-mail: timothy.hermansen@yahoo.com Phone: 973-653-9898.

Have You Seen Our New Weekly Newsletter?

The ACOI has begun publishing a new, electronic weekly newsletter--ACOI Insights--that seeks to inform you about the latest news related to clinical matters, practice management, ACOI organizational news and more. Please add the address acoi@multibriefs.com to your approved address list to assure that you receive your copy each week. Your feedback on this new member benefit is welcome. Send comments to ACOI Executive Director Brian Donadio at bjd@acoi.org.

ACOI Member Completes Ugandan Medical Mission

ACOI member Marianne M. Holler, DO, FACOI, went on a medical mission to Uganda last month with several other physicians and staff from Samaritan Healthcare and Hospice in New Jersey. The group of Samaritan staff and volunteers paid their own way and embarked on a mission of education, support and friendship to Kampala, Uganda. Visit http://samaritancares.wordpress.com/ to follow their journey and http://kawempeMarch2013.shutterfly.com/ to view pictures.
Future ACOI Education Meeting Dates & Locations

NATIONAL MEETINGS
- 2013 Congress on Medical Education for Resident Trainers
  May 3-5  Laguna Cliffs Marriott Resort, Dana Point, CA
- 2013 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 9-13  Renaissance Esmeralda Resort and Spa, Indian Wells, CA
- 2014 Internal Medicine Board Review Course
  March 26-30  Westin Savannah Harbor Resort & Spa, Savannah, GA
- 2014 Challenges in Inpatient Care
  March 26-30  Westin Savannah Harbor Resort & Spa, Savannah, GA
- 2014 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 15-19  Baltimore Marriott Waterfront, Baltimore, MD
- 2015 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 28-Nov 1  Marco Island Marriott Resort Golf Club and Spa, Marco Island, FL
- 2016 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 12-16  San Francisco Marriott Marquis, San Francisco, CA
- 2017 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 4-8  Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center, Washington, DC
- 2018 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 17-21  Orlando World Center Marriott, Orlando, FL
- 2019 Annual Convention & Scientific Sessions
  Oct 30-Nov 3  JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa, Phoenix, AZ

Please note: It is an ACOI membership requirement that Active Members attend the Annual Convention or an ACOI-sponsored continuing education program at least once every three years.

Information on any meeting listed here may be obtained from ACOI Headquarters at 800 327-5183 or from our website at www.acoi.org.

2013 Certifying Examination Dates & Deadlines

Internal Medicine Certifying Examination
Computerized Examination 200 Sites Nationwide
Late Registration Deadline: April 1, 2013

Subspecialty & Certification of Added Qualifications:
Aug. 24, 2013 • Lombard, IL - Application Deadline: April 1, 2013
Late Registration Deadline: May 1, 2013
Cardiology • Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology • Endocrinology • Gastroenterology • Geriatric Medicine • Hematology
• Infectious Disease • Nephrology • Oncology • Pulmonary Diseases • Rheumatology • Sleep Medicine

Internal Medicine Recertifying Examination
Computerized Examination 200 Sites Nationwide
September 10, 2013 - Application Deadline: April 1, 2013
Late Registration Deadline: May 1, 2013

Subspecialties and Added Qualifications Recertifying Examination:
Aug. 24, 2013 • Lombard, IL - Application Deadline: April 1, 2013
Cardiology • Clinical Cardiac Electrophysiology • Critical Care Medicine • Endocrinology • Gastroenterology • Geriatric Medicine • Hematology
• Infectious Disease • Interventional Cardiology • Nephrology • Oncology • Pulmonary Diseases • Rheumatology
Late Registration Deadline: May 1, 2013

Further information and application materials are available at www.aobim.org or by writing to: Gary L. Slick, DO, MACOI, Executive Director, American Osteopathic Board of Internal Medicine, 1111 W. 17th Street, Tulsa, OK 74107. admin@aobim.org.

In Memoriam

Word has been received of the deaths of the following long-term ACOI members:

Ruth E. Purdy, DO, FACOI, of Dublin, OH on April 2. Dr. Purdy was a general internist and one of the first female osteopathic physicians in the U.S. She was a graduate of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine and completed internship and residency training at Doctor’s Hospital in Columbus, OH. She received many awards for her teaching and clinical skills. Dr. Purdy was an ACOI member since 1961 and was awarded the Degree of Fellow in 1968. She was 92 years old.

A. Alvin Greber, DO, MACOI, of Aventura, FL on April 6. Dr. Greber was a cardiologist and internist and served as Executive Dean for Professional Affairs at NOVA Southeastern University’s Health Professions Division. Dr. Greber was a graduate of the Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine and did his residency training at the Parkview Division of Metropolitan Hospital in Philadelphia. He was an ACOI member for more than 45 years. He was awarded the Degree of Fellow in 1970 and received a Master Fellowship in 2010. At the time of his death, Dr. Greber was 80 years old.